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The aim of Madisebo University is to create an indigenous and
collective intellectual capital of African origin as the unbought and
unsold architects of our economic destiny with the objective view to
using the intellectual capital to defeat the ravages of miseducation;
immorality; conflict; poverty and pestilence and to restore the
dignity of the African descendant in the African Motherland and the
Diaspora.

We welcome you to a different type of school; an anti-miseducation; anti-colonialism and
anti-slavery Mophato school system that teaches you to think outside the ECC (EuroChristian Colonial) box like the unbought and unsold African buffalo that does not subject
the members of the buffalo clan to the lion school curriculum that miseducates them
about reality.
We are directed by an exigent curriculum mission of the erudite African ancients to
illuminate and to broaden the epistemic horizon and to empower the African scholar and
the organic intellectual using the new teaching and learning paradigm that transcends
the perturbations of the terrestrial space. It behoves you to wake up to smell the coffee
and to be cognitively aware of the unfolding watershed events around you.
You need to be possessed by a sense of urgency with respect to the fact the that the
hegemonic wheels of Suzerain fealty are in motion to reset the natural state of reality to
redefine you; to rewire your mind and to resequence your genome with the missioncritical aim to re-enslave you and to re-colonise you in order to dispossess you of the
natural resources of your Motherland. Like the African buffalo that is massively equipped
with the unconquerable horns and the tidal wave of stampede to tackle and to defeat
the killing machines of the mighty lions, Madisebo University is massively and indigenously
equipped with the unconquerable horns and the tidal wave of longitudinal data collected
in more than 10 years; the scientific knowledge base and the incredible archives of
manuscripts written over a period of more than half a century to equip you with the
intellectual fighting sticks. This empowers you to retake your inalienable position as the
unbought and unsold architect of destiny so that you can vibrate as you were intended to
vibrate unimpeded by the adverse conditions of the terrestrial space.
We have made it our business to give you the cutting edge tools of metaphysical access to
the reality of the terrestrial space; to retrieve and to reconstruct your ancestral identity
and to espouse your sacrosanct mission as the unbought and unsold architect of destiny
who vibrates in accordance with the sacrosanct vibration of the erudite ancestors who
have gone before us.
Inspired by the intellectual achievements of the African ancients; their manuscripts and
their griots, we have written from the ground up, namely (1) the teaching and learning
charter and (2) the African axioms charter of success to chart an independent path of self-
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directed learning using the project and research modality as confirmed in this Madisebo
University prospectus in accordance with the Basotho axioms shown below:
1. Ntho tse ntle diya iketsetswa.
Izinyo ezinhle ziyazenzelwa.
The good things you must do yourself.
2. Mphemphe e ya lapisa, motho o kgonwa ke sa haye.
Ukucela njalonjalo kuyalambisa, umuntu ukholiswa esakhe.
Frequent begging creates hunger, a human is satiated by own produce.
3. Seboka se nesa pula.
Ingqungquthela inis'imvula
The gathering clan is the rainmaker.
4. Tlholeho ha e hlolwe ke letho.
Imvelo ayihlulwa lutho.
There is no disease that can defeat Mother Nature.
5. Ngaka ha e boyele Badimong le ditaola. E di siyela ba phelang.
Inyanga ayibuyeli Emadlozini namathambo wokubhula. Iwashiyela abaphilayo.
The diviner does not return to the gods with the divination bones. Yena must bequeth
them to the living.
The divination bones of African origin of philosophy are now possible with the buffalo
school of Madisebo University.
La lucha debe continuar! (The struggle must continue); Rendirse no es una opcion!
(Surrender is not an option); Nunca jamas! (Never never); El destino es nuestro! (The
destiny is ours). Tsamaroko! Ezamathongo! (For the ancestors); Thokoza Makhosi! (High
Veneration to the Ancestors).
We wish you well in your learning journey in the great struggle to architect your robust
future success.
Mocholoko Dr. Zulumathabo Zulu
Research Scientist and Director
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About Madisebo University
The vision of the private research school Madisebo University is to produce and to curate
new archives of the African origin of knowledge for the survival benefit of the future
generations so that Bana Ba Thari (Cosmologic People of the Melanin) can vibrate as
they were intended to vibrate in accordance with cosmic resonance as it was intended to
be by their forebears.

This vision is inspired by the ethos that the African descendants must retake their
inalienable role as the unbought and the unsold architects of destiny unimpeded by the
colonial; apartheid and slavery experience of the past as attested in the book The Sacred
Knowledge of the Desert: African Philosophical Transcendence wherein the contextual
commentary of the literary piece Venturesome Kisses reads thus:
"Forbidden grounds of love cast their spell. The naivete of love sweetens the love that
exists like a desert flower. Deprived of water, the flower waits underground until, when
the rains fall, it springs to life knowing that the rain will soon be gone ".
The knowledge is produced using the research methodology of Africography—invented by
Mocholoko Dr, Zulumathabo Zulu—premised on the epistemic and axiologic axioms of
retrieval; reconstruction and creation of new forms of indigenous knowledge building
upon the prior intellectual achievements of the erudite Africanist ancestors who have
gone before us.
The objects of our mission include research; documentation; publishing; education and
lectures at the institutions of higher learning. The research outputs (in the form of books)
of Madisebo University College Press are already part of more than five universities
including North West University – Mafikeng; North West University – Potchefstroom;
Central University of Technology – Bloemfontein; Free State University – Bloemfontein;
Nelson Mandela University - Port Elizabeth and University of South Africa – Pretoria. Our
research outputs and contributions are also published in dissertations; scholarly papers and
published books by other authors who have no affiliation to Madisebo University College.
Madisebo University College conducts longitudinal studies on the social environment of the
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African child in three provinces namely Free State; Gauteng and North West. These
longitudinal studies have been ongoing for a period of more than ten years. One tributary
of such longitudinal study tittled The Things That Impede The Rise of Thari was
begun in 2017 and completed in early 2021. The research used the inventory methodology
to collect the items that impede the advancement and rise of the Melanin. More than
1,000 items were identified and collected totalling a raw longitudinal data of more
50,000 words. Funds are being raised to analyse this data.

Research outputs and publications of the research institution include hundreds of
unpublished manuscripts; conference papers and the following books:

1. Sesotho Dictionary of Mathematics (Madisebo University College Press, 2013).
2. The Sacred Knowledge of the Desert: African Philosophical Transcendence
(Madisebo University College Press, 2014).
3. A Woman In The Bush (Madisebo University College Press, 2014).
4. Kgolaboloko: African Roots of Cosmic Genesis (Madisebo University College Press,
2014).
5. African Metaphysical Science and Decolonisation, Decolonisation Conference
Paper, North West University, 2019.
6. African Drum Telegraphy and Indigenous Innovation: African Contribution To
Communication Science, University of Pretoria.

The purpose of these longitudinal studies is to produce scientific data on the socialisation
experience of the Black child. It is envisaged herein that these research outputs will
contribute novel ideas towards a new solution architecture to resolve the long-standing
social; cultural and enterprising challenges that bedevil the African society of Azania like a
mathematical conjecture that remains unsolved.
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The Thesis
This handbook is a special edition for the Madisebo University Entrance Certificate
catalogue of course offerings; the housekeeping and the contact details.
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The Philosophy
The philosophy of Madisebo University is directed by the five taxa of Nahanosene
(Basotho philosophy) as shown below:

1. Tse – Sensing/Knowing.
2. Phe – Sustenance/Existence
3. Ra – Design/Arrangement
4. Pha – Vertical Transcendence.
5. Tshe – Lateral Transcendence
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The Teaching and Learning Charter
(Cosmologic Philosophy of Madisebo University of Azania)
The Preamble
The melanated mother buffalo teaches the melanated buffalo child at the buffalo school 1 that
was birthed by the buffalo ancients who have gone before her. The learning begins in the
primordial waters inside her stomach through the cultural and metaphysical cues of her
environment. The brain of the child is wired through the cultural environment of the buffalo clan.
When the buffalo student is ready after viviparous landing, the griot professors make a glorious
appearing and the doors of the buffalo school open ajar to welcome the effervescent student. The
buffalo school is a geostrategic pipeline that produces the unbought and unsold architects of
destiny who are more than ready to tackle and to defeat the killing machines of the mighty lions 2
so that the clan can vibrate as they were intended to vibrate unimpeded by the ever present
danger of the terrain in the grasslands.
Herein, the independent Madisebo University has opened her doors like a buffalo school to teach
you correctly so that you are not miseducated by the historically colonial schools and the
accomplice church in the colonisation and enslavement of the African descendants. Madisebo
University curriculum is culturally built upon the pillars of the indigenous knowledge systems and
the intellectual achievements of our erudite African ancestors who have gone before us.

The Axioms of the Teaching and Learning Charter
1. To train the individual for the selfless benefit of Thari (Imbeleko / Clannish Melanin) and not for
the selfish self.
2. To teach a strategic knowledge of science and transcendence to empower Thari to advance the
mission of the collective using the three schools, namely (1) Cosmology; (2) Metascience and (3)
Metaphysics.
3. To retrieve; to rebuild and to re-inculcate an enterprising culture for the survival benefit of
Thari.
4. To innovate a culture-specific philosophy of a proprietary knowledge as a set of trade secrets of
Thari.
5. To pedagogically use a research and project paradigm to rebuild the collective intellectual
capital of Thari.

1 Afrocentric school that teaches agentic African Civilisation.
2 Eurocentric schools that teach Eurocentric Civilisation and kill indigenous African cultural knowledge systems.
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6. To build an economic; technological and cultural collective guided by the mission and axioms of
Thari.
7. To offer a custom learning curriculum that allows for students to make cultural inputs into the
teaching and learning pipeline as opposed to a canned learning curriculum that squeezes its nose
at the cultural background of the student.
8. To create an institutional pipeline that outputs ethical; enterprising and visionary leaders who
foreground the interests of Thari as the unbought and unsold architects of destiny.
9. To conduct a teaching and learning situation as a continuous process and not as a one time
event.
10. To foster a rigorous praxis of mutual and collective learning.
11. To birth the new African Motherland that is free from miseducation; free from poverty; free
from pestilence; free from conflict and free from immorality for her to rise and to prosper for the
survival benefit of the future generations of the Melanin.
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African Axioms Charter of Success
(African Axioms in the Economic Jungle)

The Preamble
The animal cell contains small filaments known as Makgehaphadi (flagella) and
Dikgaretshwafo (cilia) made from Marangkgeha (microtubles). Humans have both
Makgehaphadi and Dikgaretshwafo while Dikokwana (microorganisms) like bacteria
only have Makgehaphadi. There are parallels between Makgehaphadi and human
identity.
Makgehaphadi in human cells make wave-like motions during locomotion. In nonhuman cells as in Dikokwana like Qhubukwana (amoeba), Makgehaphadi make
rotating propeller-like motions. This is a profound case of Phetolelokgetlo (polymorphism)
wherein the behaviour of Makgehaphadi depends on the context switch with respect to a
human environment or a bacterial environment. This context switch determines the
survival function of Makgehaphadi and the success thereof.
For this reason, Makgehaphadi need to know about the reality of their roots in order to
manifest their greatness and to enhance their survival experience in the terrestrial space. If
Makgehaphadi do not have a metaphysical access to their roots, they atrophy as a result
of the diminishing returns of a misdirected; misguided and miseducated existence. In this
miseducated state, Makgehaphadi are not able to recover from setback and to retake
their inalienable position as the unbought and unsold architects of destiny. They remain
perpetually trapped in a recursive state of identity crisis.
A human is like Makgehaphadi. A human needs to be correctly initialised by Yena's
specific context of origins to be rooted and anchored. If the human is uprooted or
displaced Yena’s cosmologic genesis then Yena will make irrational movements and
exhibit irrational behaviour patterns that are out of resonance with respect to Yena's true
self because of the persistence of miseducation.
African Axioms Charter of Success alpha principle is that to succeed you must retake your
inalienable position as the unbought and unsold architect of destiny like the great
Nare/Inyathi (African buffalo) that does not need to be licensed by the lion school in order
to succeed. Nare is qualified and accredited by the quality assurance in the revolutionary
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school of the radical buffalo clan. In the same way, the African descendant does not need
to be qualified or accredited by the ECC (Euro-Christian Colonial) system or its derivatives
because there exists an antagonistic contradiction between the dispossessed and the
conquistadores (the conquerors). The conquistadores have a perpetual need to justify
their conquest as echoed by the great legend Miriam Makeba. The Melanin must seek
affirmation from the buffalo school of the radical Melanin in order to defeat the killing
machines of the mighty lions the buffalo way.
The African axioms herein underpin the ontological primacy of a true identity as a
prerequisite for human success as shown below:
"Motho ke motho ka Batho"; "Umuntu ngu muntu nga Bantu"; the human is human as a
result of the humanity of others.
The African taxonomy of success with respect to the African axioms in the economic jungle
is shown below:
taxonomy of success {identity; wiring; modeling}
histogram of success {IDENTITY (1); WIRING (4); MODELING (5);
HYBRIDISATION (3)}
This means there are three pillars that determine success namely (1) the cultural identity of
the human; (2) the wiring of the human mindset and (3) the modeling of success the
human is working towards.
African Axioms of Success
1. To resolve questions of identity and regain mastery of your mother tongue so that your
identity is crystalised with a clarity of mind about who you truly are. Thus, to play to your
strength and to leverage your home advantage as a springboard for success. * IDENTITY
2. To heed the axiom "Motho ke motho ka Batho"; "Umuntu ngu muntu nga Bantu"; you
are human as a result of the humanity of others. Thus, it behooves you to treat
relationships of the clan as sacrosanct and not to be violated. Relationships have the
power to scaffold you to greatness. Get a triad of mentors like (1) success mentor; (2) drill
sergeant mentor and (3) moral code mentor to ground you on the path to greatness. *
MODELING
3. Be a triad that is (1) wired for success; (2) scripted for success and (3) sequenced for
success so that you are goal driven; you are equipped with intellectual fighting sticks; you
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are directed by a moral code; you are fitted with immutable invariants and you are
possessed by a tunnel vision. * WIRING
4. Be inspired by the axiom: "Molapo o tlala ka melatswana"; "Umlambo ugcwala
ngemlanzwana" which means success is like an African river that gets bigger as a result of
the many incoming tributaries. Diversify and extend the cardinality of revenue streams. *
MODELING
5. Be inspired by your achievements; develop a prototype to visualise your success and to
allow for the flow of the creative juices of emotional intelligence like the great mammary
glands of the bosoms of the African Mother that lactate deeply to give sustenance to the
baby of the Melanin and to enhance its survival experience. * WIRING
6. You need one success to erase many of your failures. Refer to axiom 5 that says you
must be inspired by your achievements. * WIRING
7. Don't cry racism or make excuses for your failures. Leverage the capitalist original sin for
your success. * WIRING/MODELING
8. Cultivate a gutsy spirit and the enterprising culture like the great people of West Africa
and be part of an African clan that models and enforces the moral code of these
immutable truths of regimented habits; * WIRING/MODELING
9. Be responsive to the opportunity that materialises like the formidable Mankgokgo
(African tarantula) of the Basotho ancients that exacts a stringent punishment like a
thunderbolt upon Masumu of Matamong (cobra of the Basotho) when her sacrosanct
spiderweb is violated; * WIRING
10. Know the intrinsic value of success and be neurotic about instant gratification; debt;
expenses and the minacious cost of inaction. Plug the holes that siphon your money and
defer self-gratification for future success; * WIRING
11. Consistently build capital little by little using the infinitesimal principle of mathematical
calculus and the ants; be religiously fanatical about it; obey the laws that you make and
resist the easy temptation of breaking the sacrosanct laws of success; *
WIRING/MODELING
12. Money is like the mathematical game of Diketo, get better at it to change the game; *
MODELING
13. Develop a rigorous domain knowledge about the economic jungle terrain on a daily
basis. * MODELING
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The Methods of Teaching and Learning
Madisebo University is a research oriented institution using two methods of teaching and
learning namely (1) project methodology and (2) research methodology. The student has
a choice of either method or combination thereof to complete their training as explained
below.

1. The Project Methodology. Under the project methodology, the scholar has the
concentration option to investigate an ancient topic like an ancient indigenous
musical instrument that is no longer in existence. The student will research this
instrument; its materials and indigenous knowledge and reconstruct it as part of
completion of studies. In this case of an ancient musical instrument, the scholar
must organize a concert to demonstrate the playability of this instrument prior to
submitting a dissertation for assessment. When the project dissertation is approved
by the dissertation committee, the scholar is awarded one of the belt colours
namely (1) yellow belt for Yellow Belt Knowledge Engineer; (2) brown belt for
Brown Belt Knowledge Engineer and (3) black belt for Black Belt Knowledge
Engineer. In the event where the scholar was promoted from one belt colour to
another through the challenge exams, the scholar will receive double colours of
Yellow and Brown for Brown Belt Knowledge Engineer or triple colours of yellow;
brown and black for Black Belt Knowledge Engineer.
2. The Research Methodology. The research methodology is a focus on a
specialized topic of interest in accordance with specialized topics in one of the three
schools namely (1) School of Cosmology; (2) School of Metascience and (3) School of
Metaphysics. The scholar must defend the dissertation in front of Yena’s peers prior
to an official submission to the dissertation committee for external examination. A
peer review report should be submitted along with the dissertation for assessment.
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The Modes of Teaching and Learning
The teaching and learning situation will happen in two ways namely (1) on sight and (2)
via internet video conference connection such as Zoom and other similar platforms.

Assessments like tests and assignments will be done through a proctored CBT (computer
based training) technology.
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The Recitals
Mophato Qualifications of Different Belt Colours


Madisebo University Entrance Certificate



Yellow Belt Knowledge Engineer (equivalent to undergraduate training)



Brown Belt Knowledge Engineer (equivalent to masters training)



Black Belt Knowledge Engineer (equivalent to doctoral training)
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The Graduation system
Madisebo University does not recognise traditional qualifications or university degrees
awarded outside the Madisebo University system. Only those who have completed the
Madisebo University Entrane Certification under the griot professors certified by
Madisebo University and are fully paid up members in good standing are allowed to be
trained and convocated under the Mophato system.
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The System of Assessment
In order to be approved for graduation, the scholar must be congruent with the
requirements of the Seven Mafisa Principles namely (1) membership; (2) industrious habits;
(3) enterprising culture; (4) peer reviewed dissertation; (5) completed project dissertation
or research dissertation; (6) Ditaelo Tse Tharo and (7) dissertation committee report.

Mafisa Principles of Convocation
(Transactional Principles)
1. Paid up and active membership.
2. Industrious habit review report.
3. Enterprising culture peer review report.
4. Project or research dissertation peer review report.
5. Project or research dissertation complete.
6. Ditaelo Tse Tharo peer review report.
7. Dissertation Committee report.

Ditaelo Tse Tharo
(Transactional Principles)
1. Ila - Abstinence.
2. Hlweka – Cleansing.
3. Boka – Veneration.
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Language of Delivery

The Madisebo University language philosophy is based on the Sesotho language since this
project is inspired by the erudite ancestors of the Basotho. As a result, the default
language of reference; philosophy and research is the Sesotho language. Notwithstanding,
scholars are allowed and encouraged to use their respective mother tongues provided an
official translation approved by Madisebo University is made available as part of the
dissertation. For the pedagogical benefit of all scholars, the use of English is allowed.
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Admission Requirements – RoPAL and CEA
(Recognition of Prior African Learning and Character Education Attainment)

RoPAL (Recognition of Prior African Learning) and CEA (Character Education
Attainment) are pivotal in becoming a scholar at Madisebo University. The African
cultural knowledge you acquired from an African home such as Clan names
(Izithakazelo/Iziduko/Direto/Diboko); African axioms (Izaga/Maele/Maelana/Diyane);
Riddles (Dilotho/Imiqandiselo) and the moral code from the character education that was
provided therein are an important part of the evaluation for admission.

To be admitted to the teaching and learning programs of Madisebo University you must
be a fully paid up member of Madisebo University or any of its partners or affiliates in
good standing namely Madisebo University College Press; Madisebo University
Foundation; Afrodata Solutions, among others.
Madisebo University is a Mophato school of the Basotho ancestors modelled as a
Corporate University. The institution exists for the pedagogical and epistemic benefit of its
members. Non-members can apply to become members. Madisebo University reserves the
right to reject a membership application.
To be admitted to any of the belt colours training program, the potential scholar must
satisfy the requirements of (1) membership; (2) Madisebo University Entrance Certificate;
(4) RoPAL (recognition of prior African learning) and (5) fees and fee structure.
To graduate from any of the belt colours, the scholar must meet the transactional
requirements of the Ditaelo Tsa Mafisa (Mafisa Principles of Convocation) and Ditaelo Tse
Tharo (The Organising Principles). Transactional requirement means that all requirements
must be satisfied in order to be convocated. If the scholar satisfies 6 of the 7 Mafisa
principles, the scholar is disqualified until all the requirements have been met.
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Membership
A scholar who wishes to be initiated and inducted into the Mophato school of Madisebo
University must first apply for and obtain membership. The application must be
accompanied by a non-refundable administration fee of R250. If approved, the new
member must settle the remainder of the membership fee within three days before being
admitted as a registered member of the Madisebo University membership list.

A membership application must be endorsed by a reference letter from the existing
member of the Madisebo University membership list in good standing. Madisebo
University reserves the right to reject a membership application.
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University Entrance Certificate
To be admitted to any of the belt colours teaching and learning programs namely (1)
yellow belt for Yellow Belt Knowledge Engineer; (2) brown belt for Brown Belt
Knowledge Engineer and (3) black belt for Black Belt Knowledge Engineer, the
potential scholar must first obtain the MUEC (Madisebo University Entrance Certificate).
This is a rigorous induction course for all who wish to be admitted into the belt colours
programs (see Fees and Fee Structure section for more details).

The scholar must complete the following courses to be awarded the Madisebo University
Entrance Certificate (see Course and Program section for more details).

1. Nkareteng: African Origin of Metaphysics
2. Nahanotsebo: African Origin of Knowledge
3. Nahanosene: African Origin of Philosophy
4. Mothako: African Research Methods
5. Nteterwane: Ditema Writing System
6. Nalane: African Origin of Cosmology
7. Lewasene: African Origin of Metascience
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Madisebo University Entrance Course Outlines

To Retrieve; To Reconstruct and To Produce New Knowledge of African Origin
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Nalane: African Origin of Cosmology

Madisebo University Entrance Certificate Common Core
Course Code
Title
Griot Professor
Taxonomy
Goal
Description

Learning Mode

NLN101
Nalane: African Origin of Cosmology
Mocholoko Dr. Zulumathabo Zulu
taxa of Nalane {Cosmogony; Cosmography; Indigenisation}
To complete towards Madisebo University Entrance Certificate
This training module describes the principles of African cosmology known as
Nalane (a cosmic genesis of a people) with respect to the Basotho reference
knowledge of intergalactic genealogy and cosmologic science. The principles of
Nalane include metaphysical cases of (1) cosmologic genesis of Lowe and
Kgubukganare and the terrestrial genesis of Maropeng and Dithakong; (2)
cosmographic cases of the star systems and their features and (3) the localisation of
the knowledge of the cosmos via indigenisation. This knowledge is existential to the
decolonisation of the ECC (Euro-Christian Colonial) knowledge systems; the
reclamation of authentic indigenous African knowledge systems and the ability of
Thari / Imbeleko / Melanin to retake their inalienable role as the unbought and
unsold architects of destiny.
At completion of this course, the Thari / Imbeleko / Melanin scholar will
demonstrate in-depth epistemic uptake of the principles of African cosmologic
science with respect to genesis; socialisation and actualisation in the context of the
African domain. The scholar will also demonstrate the application of these African
principles of higher science in a real life situation including with respect to the
odyssey of the exigent search for one’s cultural roots and actualisation of destiny.
Madisebo University Membership; motivation; discipline and effervescence for
African origin of knowledge.
Zoom

Learning Method

{Didactic; Discursive; Research; Project}

Outcomes

Prerequisites

Course Content



Introduction To African Cosmology



Indigenous African Cosmogony; Cosmic Genesis and Clan Veneration



Genealogy; Reverence of the Ancestors and
Diboko/Direto/Izithakazelo/Iziduko



Cosmography; Star Systems and Esoteric Knowledge of the Cosmos



Cosmography; Divination and Number Systems



Indigenisation; Clannish Systems; Lewa and Civilisation



The Clan; Mophato; Mafisa; Letsema and the Enterprising Culture



African Problem Domain and Metaphysical Cases of the Relevance of
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African Cosmology


Application of African Cosmology

Activities

Experiential activities intended to practice and apply the principles of acquired
knowledge to real life situations. Mechanisms of activities include presentations;
group work assignments or quizzes.

Assessment

Quiz (Oral; Written) 10%; Assignments 10%; Research 20%; Project 20%; Proctored
CBT Examination 40%} to a total of 100%.
 The Sacred Knowledge of the Desert: African Philosophical Transcendence ,
textbook.
 Kgolaboloko: African Roots of Cosmic Genesis

Reading Text
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Lewasene: African Origin of Metascience

Madisebo University Entrance Certificate Common Core
Course Code
Title
Griot Professor
Taxonomy

Learning Mode

LWS101
Lewasene: African Origin of Metascience
Mocholoko Dr. Zulumathabo Zulu
taxa of Lewasene {Lens of the Superset; Lens of the Subset; Lens of the Surround
(Conjugate)}
To complete towards Madisebo University Entrance Certificate
This training module describes the principles of African metascience known as
Lewasene / Mawasene (Mawa a ditaola; bolepi le bonose) with respect to the
Basotho reference knowledge of metascience. The principles of Lewasene include
metaphysical cases of (1) the superset; (2) the subset and (3) the surround. This
knowledge is existential to the decolonisation of the ECC (Euro-Christian Colonial)
knowledge systems; the reclamation of authentic indigenous African knowledge
systems and the ability of Thari / Imbeleko / Melanin to retake their inalienable role
as the unbought and unsold architects of destiny.
At the completion of this course, the Thari / Imbeleko / Melanin scholar will
demonstrate in-depth knowledge and understanding of the principles of African
metascience with respect to the superset; the subset and the surround in the context
of the African domain. The scholar will also demonstrate the application of these
African principles of higher science in a real life situation.
Madisebo University Membership; motivation; discipline and effervescence for
African origin of knowledge.
Zoom

Learning Method

{Didactic; Discursive; Research; Project}

Goal
Description

Outcomes

Prerequisites

Course Content

Activities



Introduction To African Metascience



The Superset Case of Knowing



The Superset Lens; Strategic Knowledge; Principles and Axioms



The Subset Case of Knowing



The Subset Lens; Data; Detail; Knowledge Domains and Modality



The Surround (Conjugate) Case of Knowing



The Subset Lens; Relations; Arrangement and Pattern Recognition



African Problem Domain and Metaphysical Cases of Metascience



Knowledge Disciplines of Metascience



Application of African Metascience

Experiential activities intended to practice and apply the principles of acquired
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knowledge to real life situations. Mechanisms of activities include presentations;
group work assignments or quizzes.
Assessment
Reading Text

Quiz (Oral; Written) 10%; Assignments 10%; Research 20%; Project 20%; Proctored
CBT Examination 40%} to a total of 100%.
 The Sacred Knowledge of the Desert: African Philosophical Transcendence ,
textbook.
 African Metaphysical Science and Decolonisation, conference paper.
 Ontological States of the Object, unpublished.
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Nkareteng: African Origin of Metaphysics

Madisebo University Entrance Certificate Common Core
Course Code
Title
Griot Professor
Taxonomy

Learning Mode

NKT101
Nkareteng: African Origin of Metaphysics
Mocholoko Dr. Zulumathabo Zulu
taxa of Nkareteng {Perceptual Lens of Reality; Literal Lens of Reality; Symbolic Lens
of Reality}
To complete towards Madisebo University Entrance Certificate
This training module describes the principles of African metaphysics known as
Nkareteng (it is like the case, the case that it is the case) with respect to the Basotho
reference knowledge of metaphysical science. The principles of Nkareteng include
metaphysical cases of (1) perceptual reality; (2) literal reality and (3) symbolic
reality. This knowledge is existential to the decolonisation of the ECC (EuroChristian Colonial) knowledge systems; the reclamation of authentic indigenous
African knowledge systems and the ability of Thari / Imbeleko / Melanin to retake
their inalienable role as the unbought and unsold architects of destiny.
At the completion of this course, the Thari / Imbeleko / Melanin scholar will
demonstrate in-depth knowledge and understanding of the principles of African
metaphysical science with respect to reality; existence and being in the context of the
African domain. The scholar will also demonstrate the application of these African
principles of higher science in a real life situation.
Madisebo University Membership; motivation; discipline and effervescence for
African origin of knowledge.
Zoom

Learning Method

{Didactic; Discursive; Research; Project}

Goal
Description

Outcomes

Prerequisites

Course Content

Activities



Introduction To African Metaphysics



Perceptual case of reality



Perceptual lens; internals; resonance and reality at a distance



Literal case of reality



Literal lens; externals; interaction and reality in proximity



Symbolic case of reality



Symbolic lens; internals/externals synthesis; conjugation and reality in
hybridisation



African problem domain and metaphysical cases of reality



Application of African metaphysics

Experiential activities intended to practice and apply the principles of acquired
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knowledge to real life situations. Mechanisms of activities include presentations;
group work assignments or quizzes.
Assessment
Reading Text

Quiz (Oral; Written) 10%; Assignments 10%; Research 20%; Project 20%; Proctored
CBT Examination 40%} to a total of 100%.
 The Sacred Knowledge of the Desert: African Philosophical Transcendence ,
textbook.
 African Metaphysical Science and Decolonisation, conference paper.
 Ontological States of the Object, unpublished.
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Nahanosene: African Origin of Philosophy

Madisebo University Entrance Certificate Common Core
Course Code
Title
Griot Professor
Taxonomy

Learning Mode

NHS101
Nahanosene: African Origin of Philosophy
Mocholoko Dr. Zulumathabo Zulu
taxa of Nahanosene {Tse (Sensing); Phe (Metaphysics); Ra (Design/Arrangement);
Pha (Vertical Transcendence); Tshe (Lateral Transcendence)}
To complete towards Madisebo University Entrance Certificate
This training module describes the principles of the African philosophical system
known as Nahanosene (Theoretical wisdom of a dexterous mind) as defined in the
book The Sacred Knowledge of the Desert: African Philosophical Transcendence
with respect to the Basotho reference knowledge of Nahanosene. The Basotho
ancients used Nahanosene to conceptualise about reality; essence and the strategic
knowledge of the higher science of the cosmos and how they relate to the human life
in the terrestrial space. The principles of Nahanosene include five metaphysical
cases of (1) Tse (Sensing and knowing); (2) Phe (Metaphysics) (3) Ra (Design and
Arrangement); (4) Pha (Vertical Transcendence) and (5) Tshe (Lateral
Transcendence). This philosophical system is existential to the decolonisation of the
ECC (Euro-Christian Colonial) knowledge systems; the reclamation of authentic
indigenous African knowledge systems and the ability of Thari / Imbeleko / Melanin
to retake their inalienable role as the unbought and unsold architects of destiny.
At the completion of this course, the Thari / Imbeleko / Melanin scholar will
demonstrate in-depth knowledge and understanding of the principles of African
metascience with respect to the superset; the subset and the surround in the context
of the African domain. The scholar will also demonstrate the application of these
African principles of higher science in a real life situation.
Madisebo University Membership; student registration; motivation; discipline and
effervescence for African origin of knowledge.
Zoom

Learning Method

{Didactic; Discursive; Research; Project}

Goal
Description

Outcomes

Prerequisites

Course Content



Introduction To African Philosophical Systems



Metaphysics of Sensory and Idealistic Systems of Thought



Philosophical Principles of Tse (analog of knowing and sensing)



Philosophical Principles of Phe (metaphysics)



Philosophical Principles of Ra (design and arrangement)



Philosophical Principles of Pha (vertical transcendence)



Philosophical Principles of Tshe (lateral transcendence)



African Problem Domain and Metaphysical Cases of Philosophy
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Modal Logic of Nahanosene and Application of African Philosophy

Activities

Experiential activities intended to practice and apply the principles of acquired
knowledge to real life situations. Mechanisms of activities include presentations;
group work assignments or quizzes.

Assessment

Quiz (Oral; Written) 10%; Assignments 10%; Research 20%; Project 20%; Proctored
CBT Examination 40% to a total of 100%.
 The Sacred Knowledge of the Desert: African Philosophical Transcendence ,
textbook.
 African Metaphysical Science and Decolonisation, conference paper.
 Ontological States of the Object, unpublished.
 Sesotho Dictionary of Mathematics, textbook.
 Mphatlalatsane: African Drum Telegraphy and Indigenous Innovation ,
textbook.

Reading Text
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Nahanotsebo: African Origin of Knowledge

Madisebo University Entrance Certificate Common Core
Course Code
Title
Griot Professor
Taxonomy

Learning Mode

NHT101
Nahanotsebo: African Origin of Knowledge
Mocholoko Dr. Zulumathabo Zulu
taxa of Nahanotsebo {Knowledge of Object; Knowledge of Subject; Knowledge of
Abject}
To complete towards Madisebo University Entrance Certificate
This training module describes the principles of the African knowledge system
known as Nahanotsebo (Theoretical knowledge of sensing) with respect to the
Basotho reference knowledge of Nahanotsebo. The principles of Nahanotsebo
include metaphysical cases of (1) the knowledge of the object; (2) the knowledge of
the subject and (3) the knowledge of the abject (conjugate states of knowledge). This
knowledge system is existential to the decolonisation of the ECC (Euro-Christian
Colonial) knowledge systems; the reclamation of authentic indigenous African
knowledge systems and the ability of Thari / Imbeleko / Melanin to retake their
inalienable role as the unbought and unsold architects of destiny.
At the completion of this course, the Thari / Imbeleko / Melanin scholar will
demonstrate in-depth knowledge and understanding of the principles of African
metascience with respect to the superset; the subset and the conjugate in the context
of the African domain. The scholar will also demonstrate the application of these
African principles of higher science in a real life situation.
Madisebo University Membership; motivation; discipline and effervescence for
African origin of knowledge.
Zoom

Learning Method

{Didactic; Discursive; Research; Project}

Course Content

Introduction To African Knowledge Systems

Goal
Description

Outcomes

Prerequisites

Sensory and Idealistic Knowledge of The Object
External Lens of Knowing; Knowledge Domains; Design Principles and Knowledge
Engineering
Internal Lens of Knowing; Genesis and Diffusion of Knowledge
Conjugate Lens of Knowing; Epistemic States and Phases and Uptake
African Problem Domain and Metaphysical Cases of Knowledge
Modal Logic of Knowing and Application of African Knowledge
Activities

Experiential activities intended to practice and apply the principles of acquired
knowledge to real life situations. Mechanisms of activities include presentations;
group work assignments or quizzes.
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Assessment
Reading Text

Quiz (Oral; Written) 10%; Assignments 10%; Research 20%; Project 20%; Proctored
CBT Examination 40% to a total of 100%.
The Sacred Knowledge of the Desert: African Philosophical Transcendence,
textbook.
African Metaphysical Science and Decolonisation, conference paper.
Ontological States of the Object, unpublished.
Sesotho Dictionary of Mathematics, textbook.
Mphatlalatsane: African Drum Telegraphy and Indigenous Innovation, textbook.
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Mothako: African Origin of Research Methodology and Africography

Madisebo University Entrance Certificate Common Core
Course Code
Title
Griot Professor
Taxonomy
Goal
Description

Outcomes

Prerequisites
Learning Mode
Learning
Method
Course Content

MTK101
Mothako: African Origin of Research Methodology and Africography
Mocholoko Dr. Zulumathabo Zulu
taxa of Mothako {Knowledge Domains; Africography Framework; Research Conjugate}
To complete towards Madisebo University Entrance Certificate
This training module describes the principles of African research known as Mothako
(Mothako; Qolotsi; Seralako) with respect to the Basotho reference knowledge of the
metascience of data collection and analytics. The principles of Mothako include
metaphysical cases of (1) the knowledge domains; (2) the research frameworks and (3) the
research conjugate of Africography. This Mothako knowledge is existential to the
decolonisation of the ECC (Euro-Christian Colonial) knowledge systems; the reclamation
of authentic indigenous African knowledge systems and the ability of Thari / Imbeleko /
Melanin to retake their inalienable role as the unbought and unsold architects of destiny.
At the completion of this course, the Thari / Imbeleko / Melanin scholar will demonstrate
in-depth knowledge and understanding of the principles of African research methodology
with respect to the domains; the framework and the conjugate in the context of the African
domain of reality. The scholar will also demonstrate the application of these African
principles of higher science in a real life situation.
Madisebo University Membership; motivation; discipline and effervescence for African
origin of knowledge.
Virtual
{Didactic; Discursive; Research; Project}


Introduction To African Research of Mothako and Africography



Introduction To African Philosophy of Research and Data Collection



The Knowledge Domains {Primordial Domain Knowledge; Private Domain
Knowledge; Public Domain Knowledge}



The Research Framework {Mothako Methodology; Africography Metascience;
Nkareteng Metaphysics}



Mothako Research Principles of Knowledge Retrieval; Knowledge
Reconstruction and Knowledge Construction



The Research Conjugate of the Cybernetic; the Combinatoric and the Agentic



The African Problem Domain and Metaphysical Cases of Mothako (knowledge
domain sources); Qolotso (data gathering) and Seralako (research frameworks)



Knowledge Disciplines of Mothako and Africography



Application of African Research Methods of Mothako and Africography
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Activities

Experiential activities intended to practice and apply the principles of acquired knowledge
to real life situations. Mechanisms of activities include presentations; group work
assignments or quizzes.

Assessment

Quiz (Oral; Written) 10%; Assignments 10%; Research 20%; Project 20%; Proctored CBT
Examination 40%} to a total of 100%.
 The Sacred Knowledge of the Desert: African Philosophical Transcendence ,
textbook.
 African Metaphysical Science and Decolonisation, conference paper.

Reading Text
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Nteterwane: African Origin of Writing

Madisebo University Entrance Certificate Common Core
Course Code
Title
Griot Professor
Taxonomy

Learning Mode

NTT101
Nteterwane: African Origin of Writing
Mocholoko Dr. Zulumathabo Zulu
taxa of Nteterwane {indigenous African writing systems; Nteterwane of the
Basotho; Motwa glyps and diacritics}
To complete towards Madisebo University Entrance Certificate
This training module describes the principles of African writing systems known as
Nteterwane (Ditema writing system) with respect to the Basotho reference
knowledge of Nteterwane. The principles of Nteterwane include (1) the taxonomy of
African writing systems; (2) the Nteterwane writing systems of the Basotho and (3)
the glyph character known as Motwa. This knowledge is existential to the
decolonisation of the ECC (Euro-Christian Colonial) knowledge systems; the
reclamation of authentic indigenous African knowledge systems and the ability of
Thari / Imbeleko / Melanin to retake their inalienable role as the unbought and
unsold architects of destiny.
At the completion of this course, the Thari / Imbeleko / Melanin scholar will
demonstrate in-depth knowledge and understanding of the principles of African
taxonomy of writing with respect to the authenticity of indigenous African writing
systems; Nteterwane of the Basotho; the African symbolic behaviour; the African
symbolic logic and the geometric designs of the glyphs in the context of the African
knowledge domain. The scholar will also demonstrate the application of these
African principles of higher science in a real life situation.
Madisebo University Membership; student registration; motivation; discipline and
effervescence for African origin of knowledge.
Zoom

Learning Method

{Didactic; Discursive; Research; Project}

Course Content

Introduction To indigenous African writing systems

Goal
Description

Outcomes

Prerequisites

Introduction To Nteterwane writing system of the Basotho
The glyphs; symbolic behaviour; symbolic logic and Axioms
The graphical characters
The logosyllabric writing system
The diacritic marks of the glyphs
The Nteterwane numeric system
The Nteterwane logography and syllabry
The spiritual essence of indigenous African script
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Application of African writing system
Activities

Experiential activities intended to practice and apply the principles of acquired
knowledge to real life situations. Mechanisms of activities include presentations;
group work assignments or quizzes.

Assessment

Quiz (Oral; Written) 10%; Assignments 10%; Research 20%; Project 20%; Proctored
CBT Examination 40%} to a total of 100%.
The Sacred Knowledge of the Desert: African Philosophical Transcendence,
textbook.
African Metaphysical Science and Decolonisation, conference paper.
Ditema Writing System, unpublished.

Reading Text
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The Fees and Fee Structure
This section deals with fees and fee structures with respect to program offerings; course
offerings and membership categories. This section should be referenced with respect to fees
and costs.

Program Offerings
Program Description

Fee

Green Belt Knowledge Engineer (Early Childhood Equivalence)

Inquire

Madisebo University Entrance Certificate

R20,000

Yellow Belt Knowledge Engineer (Undergraduate Equivalence)

R35,000

Brown Belt Knowledge Engineer (Masters Equivalence)

R45,000

Black Belt Knowledge Engineer (Doctoral Equivalence)

R55,000
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Catalogue of Course Offerings
Course Description

Lectures Cost

Fee

Nkareteng: African Origin of Metaphysics*3

11

350.00 3,850.00

Nahanotsebo: African Origin of Knowledge*

11

350.00 3,850.00

Nahanosene: African Origin of Philosophy*

9

350.00 3,150.00

Mothako: African Research Methods*

11

350.00 3,850.00

Nteterwane: Ditema Writing System*

11

350.00 3,850.00

Nalane: African Origin of Cosmology*

11

350.00 3,850.00

Lewasene: African Origin of Metascience*

11

350.00 3,850.00

Basotho Origin of Mathematics*

9

350.00 3,150.00

Numerical Logic of the Basotho*

9

350.00 3,150.00

Letsema: Indigenous African Enterprising Culture*

13

350.00 4,550.00

Moralo: African Origin of Design and Engineering*

13

350.00 4,550.00

Mafisa: Basotho Origin of Economic System*

9

350.00 3,150.00

Lekgotla: Basotho Origin of Governance and Political
System*

9

350.00 3,150.00

Philosophy of Basotho Medicine*

11

4,200. 3,850.00
00

Basotho Philosophy and the Moral Code*

12

4,200. 4,200.00
00

Indigenous Architecture and Design*

11

350.00 3,850.00

African Metallurgy and Engineering*

9

350.00 3,150.00

Metaphysics of Christianity: Genre of Biblical Text*

9

350.00 3,150.00

3 *Course has number of levels not shown herein. Higher fees apply to advanced levels. Future
versions of this handbook will provide more details.
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Euro-Christian Colonial Belief Systems*

8

350.00 2,800.00

African Origin of Theology*

9

350.00 3,150.00

African Mathematical Algorithms*

7

350.00 2,450.00

Clan Names: Direto/Izithakazelo/Diboko/Iziduko*

13

350.00 4,550.00

African Axioms: Maele/Izaga/Diyane*

13

350.00 4,550.00

African History*

13

350.00 4,550.00

African Historiography*

13

350.00 4,550.00

African Linguistics*

13

350.00 4,550.00

Indigenous Education Systems*

13

350.00 4,550.00

African Axioms of Success*

13

350.00 4,550.00

African Axioms of Education*

13

350.00 4,550.00

Annual Membership
Membership

Fee

Institution

5,000.00

Business

3,000.00

Academic

2,500.00

Student

1,500.00

Community

500.00
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Schools of Cosmology, Metascience and Metaphysics
School

School of Cosmology

School of Metascience

School of Metaphysics

Knowledge Domains



Cosmology



Cosmogony



Indigenisation



Superset



Subset



Conjugate



Perceptuals



Symbolics



Literals
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The Housekeeping
In this section, we provide administrative information with regards to checklist guidelines;
how to apply; contact details; glossary and references.

Madisebo University Contact Details
Address: 106 Johan Avenue, Sandton 2196, Gauteng, Azania (South Africa)
Website: www.madisebo.university
Email: mocholoko@madisebo.university
Landline: 010 003 7769
Whatsapp: 081 238 4057
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How to apply
To join the Mophato school of Madisebo University, you need to first apply as a member
and it is only after your membership is approved that you can apply into our belt colours
training programs. You need to complete a separate membership application form.
Madisebo University reserves the right to reject a membership application.

To be admitted into the belt colours training program, you need to complete a separate
application form. This application form must be accompanied with a non-refundable
application fee along with the certified copy of the Madisebo University Entrance
Certification; certified copy of a South African ID bearing the legal names of the
applicant; proof of address and three months bank statement.
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The Guidelines (Checklist)


Membership form completed and approved



Member training application form submitted and approved



Acceptance letter into MUEC received
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Glossary
1. RoPAL (Recognition of Prior African Learning)
2. Ditaelo Tse Tharo – The organising principle that help to restore the human mind;
spirit and body with resect to the cosmic resonance. Ditael involves abstinence;
cleansing and ancestral veneration.
3. Ditaelo Tsa Mafisa – The organising principles required to be convocated in one of
the belt colours.
4. Ditaelo – The principles that inculcate a sense of moral code among the Basotho.
Among the Zulus; Xhosas; Ndebeles; Swazis and others this is known as Imiyalelo.
5. Mafisa – The economic system of the Basotho ancients wherein the capital was not
owned by individuals as in the Capitalist system of the economy; not owned by the
state as in the Socialist/Communist system of the economy but was owned by the
Clan. In this Mafisa system of economy there was no system of work as it exists
today wherein a worker gets wages in exchange for labour. If work needed to be
done in the field, it was done through the system of Letsema. Modisa (a shepherd)
was not paid salary or wage for looking after cows. Instead he was given livestock
as a form of escrow shares so that he owned the piece of the economy which he
would exercise many years down the road. It was believed that his ownership of
the piece of the economy made him a loyalist vanguard of the livestock., This
system is similar to the CEO in the modern corporation who gets paid in escrow
shares for his performance.
6. MUEC – Madisebo University Entrance Certificate
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Annexures
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Membership Registration Form
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Member Training Application Form
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